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fMRI Study
Using fMRI, we would 
like to examine whether 
a subordinate’s neural activation 
during impression formation and 
violation of expectations can predict 
their subsequent moral behavior. 
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How do people judge the moral character  
of their leader and how do they update  

their judgements given new information?
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STUDY DESIGN: A SINGLE PLAYER ONLINE DIE ROLL GAME

Introduction,  
Welcome to Study,  

and Consent

Personality Measures 

Moral Foundations Questionnaire Subscales for Ingroup, Fairness, Authority - Sample Items

Justice is the most important requirement for a society. (fairness)

I am proud of my country’s history. (ingroup)

Respect for authority is something all children need to learn. (authority)

DOSPERT Financial Risk Taking Questionnaire - Sample Items

Betting a day’s income at the horse races.

Investing 5% of your annual income in a very speculative stock.
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The Task (repeated measures)

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND RESULTING HYPOTHESES

Ethical Leadership 
► Current theory highlights the leader 

as a moral role model. Leaders who 
are perceived to be morally good will 
inspire others to behave morally as 
well.

Moral Character Perceptions
► Moral character judgements are often made in a split second, and have been 

shown to predict important decisions such as voting behavior. How they are 
updated is still poorly understood.

	 Common	findings:	
 ► Negativity bias: negative information is usually more diagnostic than positive

► First impression bias: information that is acquired early is usually more important than subsequent 

information

Moral Foundations
► Human morality can empirically be described to fall 

into certain dimensions (foundations). People differ in 
the amount by which they rely on these foundations. 
These personal differences are likely to affect how 
they interpret new information and thereby update 
perceptions of others.

Leaders that are seen  
as more fair will inspire  
more moral behavior

 Participants placing more value in  
ingroup loyalty will judge a non-trusting  

leader as more immoral

Participants will update judgments more when the 
leader switches from a desirable/expected leadership 
style to a less desirable/unexpected leadership style

Demographics
Age  

Gender 
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It’s your turn! Click the button to roll the die.

Roll the Die!

Leader can  
rely  

or verify

Payoffs

RELY VERIFY

3 Points 1.5 Points

RELY VERIFY

3 Points 0 Points

Leader Evaluation Questionnaire
Given what you know about your leader so far, please evaluate the following:

How trustworthy is your leader?

How close are you to your leader?

How warm is your leader as a person?

How competent is your leader as a person?
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What number did you roll?

4

Not at all Extremely

Conditions

Condition Number of Rounds Rounds 1-10 Rounds 11-20

No Check to Check 20 10 % chance of checks 90 % chance of checks

Check to No Check 20 90 % chance of checks 10 % chance of checks

Control 20 50 % chance of checks 50 % chance of checks

?
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Should the personality questionnaires be presented at the start or at the end of the study? Are there other personality measures you would include? 
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Do you think a probabilistic or 
predefined	implementation	of	
leader checking behavior would 
be better?

e.g. Instead of 10% chance of 
checks, leader always checks in 
round 4.

?

Trust Game  
with Leader 

(Participant is Player 1)

END

Pilot Data
A three player version of this game has been 
played in a Danish lab with 69 groups. Participants 
cheat to a considerable extent and leader 
checking declines over the course of the game. 
Leader checking had no significant impact on 
player cheating.

Are there better ways of measuring changing evaluations of the leader? How concerned are 
you	about	possible	demand	effects?

How can we simplify the design to make 
it suitable for fMRI?
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Scan me 
to get the 
poster!

Help us improve the 
study. Scan me to 
leave your  
thoughts 
and  
ideas!
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Is there another good behavioral 

measure of trust?

?
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